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Iraq between the liberal committed media and armies of vice and the market media
Iraqi Market Media

Iraq, 13.02.2018, 21:40 Time

USPA NEWS - Poet Al-Mutanabi said:
"If some people are a sword for a state, then some people will be their trumpets and drums to them.
In Iraq today .. the corrupt emperors who were filled with dollars and after the purchase of real estate in the countries of the world
turned into whales of the media and owned the most famous Iraqi satellite channels!

- We live in a climate which is not invisible to anyone .. Everyone knows there is a media crisis which imposed itself on reality after the
year 2003!

The media men of coincidence , who do not realize but only blowing, hypocrisy and drumming!
The abstract media has no color, taste or smell. It takes the shape and color of the pot that contains it.
The media material and its valuation are subject to measurements and even weights that determine its price and value. It is natural
that we do not talk about the ruler, the kilo gram or the colors of the rainbow..

.. Sports media in its orange color is different from the media of the crimean economy and thus each media rotates in the orbit of its
interest and employment and professional specialization .. hence we will not finish the classification unless we put everything in order
to be able to measure and determine its weight and dimensions,

In politics, for example, we judge the media man with corruption and degeneration when he dedicates his professionalism and
capabilities to the enemy's agenda thus he practices all means of evasion and deceit to the level of defamation of national forces,
promotion of customers and traitors, or changing the truth of facts and obscuring crimes and covering corruption and spoilers. In such
media we can name its family as slaves who are sold an

Despite the high costs of broadcasting and technical staff, we observe a large number of these trivial models, which indicate the
existence of a hostile agenda behind these channels and other media means that are moving in this direction.
On the other hand, we observe there are media platforms which are committed to all professional and ethical controls with no funding,
except against the generosity of the owners of charity, that can rarely cover the needs of the free fighters who exert all efforts and are
keen to serve the issues of our nation and our countries..
In order not to be accused of flattery or popular propaganda we will not enumerate these noble platforms, but we will only publish on
their modest space, free of charge ,except to fulfill the national and humanitarian duty.
The free media rises in the highest heavens of honor, since it performs roles and expresses the value of human creativity, and
translates our identity and proves our existence among the peoples and nations ..

This media, the measurements are unable to determine it and unable to impose pricing for its value because it is the tongue of the
homeland and the conscience of the nation which is rooted in the entity of the free men which those suspicious circles can not buy their
conscience or harnessing them to carry out their aggressive goals.
Finally, Iraqi satellite channels became a marvel of the wonders of media and politics and could be studied in the institutes and
colleges of world mass media under the title of " (Street and alley media journalists)
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